Faceted!

Finished block is 8.5 x 8.5
Color 1: white or off white
A) Cut 2.5 x 8.5 rectangle
B) Cut 2, 2.5 squares
Color 2: Dark Jewel color
C) Cut 2, 2.5 squares
Color 3: Bright Jewel color
D) Cut one 5 x 5 Square
E) Cut one 2.5 x 2.5 square
F) Cut one 2.5 x 4.5 rectangle
Color 4: Medium Jewel color
G) Cut one 5 x 5 square
H) Cut one 2.5 x 2.5 square
I) Cut one 2.5 x 4.5 rectangle
Color 5: print
J)

Cut one 2.5 x 8.5 rectangle

Assembly:
1. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on reverse of the color 3, 5 inch square.
2. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the reverse of each one of the 6 2.5 inch
squares (Colors 1, 2, 3 and 4)

3. Lay Color 3, 5 inch square on top of Color 4, 5 inch square. Stitch ¼ inch away from the line
on either side of the diagonal line …cut along the diagonal line (you will only use ONE of the
resulting blocks but if you are making a set of 4 blocks the extra one can be used on the next
block)
Press toward darker color and trim carefully to 4.5 inch square. = AA

4. Lay Color 2, 2.5 inch square at the top of the Color 1, 2.5 x 8.5 inch rectangle with the
diagonal line from upper left to lower right. Stich along line and trim ¼ inch away. Repeat on
the lower end of the rectangle laying Color 4, 2.5 inch square with the diagonal line running
from lower left to upper right. Stitch on the line and trim ¼ inch away press = BB
5. Lay Color 3, 2.5 inch square at the top of the color 5, 2.5 x 8.5 inch rectangle with the
diagonal line running from the upper right to the lower left. Stitch along the line and trim off
triangle ¼ inch away. Repeat on lower end of rectangle but lay the Color 1, 2.5 inch square
with the diagonal line running from upper right to lower left. Stitch along the line and trim
off triangle ¼ inch away. = CC
6. Lay color 2, 2.5 inch square on the left end of the color 3, 2.5 x 4.5 inch rectangle with the
diagonal line running from lower left to upper right. Stitch along line and trim off triangle ¼
inch from seam. = DD
7. Lay color 1, 2.5 inch square on the right end of the color 4, 2.5 x 4.5 rectangle with diagonal
line from upper right to lower left. Stitch along the line and trim off the rectangle ¼ inch
away from stitching. = EE
8. Lay piece AA with color 3 triangle laying to the upper left. Lay piece DD face down along the
top edge with the triangle toward the left. Stitch the rectangle to the square along the top
press toward rectangle. Lay piece EE down along the bottom edge piece AA with the triangle
toward the right, Stitch the rectangle to the square. Press toward rectangle. = FF

9. Lay piece BB on top of piece FF with the flat sides of the triangles toward the left, along left
side of piece FF, stitch ¼ seam. Press
10. Lay piece CC on top of piece FF with the flat sides of the triangles toward the right. Along the
right side of piece FF, stitch ¼ inch seam. Press.

11. DONE!!
12. Four placed together each spun 90 degrees

13.

